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Justin Wickens 

Sadly, Justin Wickens, our Committee Member for inner-London stations passed away on 

24 December last year from Prostate Cancer.  This was after Justin battled the cancer for 

quite some time, initially with some success, but the end came after a short final illness.  

Both Adrian Slimmon and I were able to attend his funeral earlier this year.  Following a 

discussion at Committee, we decided that it was appropriate to donate a small sum (£25) 

to Prostate Cancer UK, the charity chosen by his family.  We subsequently received a 

letter of thanks from the Charity. 

Annual meeting 

Our annual meeting with Thameslink and Network Rail Management will take place on 

Tuesday 19th April at 7:30pm in St Albans. 

We will be at the Friend’s Meeting House in St Albans as in 2015 and will be joined by 

Stuart Cheshire (Passenger Services Director on Thameslink), other Thameslink Managers, 

together with Network Rail Management. 

More details to follow including arrangements for questions and, we hope, free travel 

arrangements. 

http://aptu.org.uk/memberversions/prostatecancerletter.pdf
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Meeting for Hertsmere Residents 

Oliver Dowden, MP for Hertsmere has organised a meeting with GTR Management for 31 

March – more at http://www.oliverdowden.com/news/oliver-organises-public-meeting-

discuss-thameslink-service.  

Services tomorrow (Mothering Sunday) 

A split service is in place tomorrow Bedford / St Pancras and London Bridge / Brighton 

and the Wimbledon loop.  In addition to the central London ‘gap’ there are no services 

Blackfriars to Tulse Hill inclusive. 

Service frequencies are reduced north of London, and as it is Mothering Sunday, it is 

possible there will be a shortage of drivers over and above the reduced numbers needed 

for the lower service level.  I would allow extra time and check before departure. 

Are you interested in joining the Committee? 

The Committee is now down to 4 of us, following the passing of Justin Wickens (see 

above) and the decision by Clive Glover to tender his resignation as a committee member 

(he plans to remain as a member).  We would like to get more members to join the 

committee.  It is not an onerous job – we meet as a Committee 3 – 4 times per annum, 

attend stakeholder meetings with GTR and try and help our members sort out their 

issues. 

If you have any interest in joining us on the committee, do let me know – we intend to 

organise an informal get together to explain what we do, answer questions – and give you 

a chance to meet us beforehand. 

Ticketing changes for Thameslink stations 

Background 

You will have probably seen in the media that Thameslink (and Great Northern / 

Southern) plan to make changes to station ticketing arrangements.  In summary, the core 

plan is to bring ticket office staff out from the 

ticket office onto the station concourse and to 

extend the range of tasks these staff perform in a 

new ‘Host’ role.  There will be a net increase in 

staff for Thameslink / Great Northern of around 30 

posts1.  The broad impact of the changes will be 

more to shift capacity to issue tickets – from the 

current ticket hours to an extended day, together 

with some reduction (as the ‘Hosts’ will have new 

tasks).  I’ve expressed this as a graph. 

                                         
1 Not in the official materials – GTR Comment at Stakeholder Forum 3 March 016 

http://www.oliverdowden.com/news/oliver-organises-public-meeting-discuss-thameslink-service
http://www.oliverdowden.com/news/oliver-organises-public-meeting-discuss-thameslink-service
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It is clear, that over time, demand for ticket office issued tickets (and replacements etc) 

will go down, as new ticketing options are introduced and people self-serve more (and 

don’t need to do things like get paper ticket re-prints).   

These proposals will reduce the ticket issuing capacity of ticket sellers at stations through 

a combination of (a) time on new tasks; (b) slower ticket issuing (not officially confirmed, 

but seem inevitable – eg in some circumstances the staff member will need to return to 

the office to use equipment there); and (c) longer hours, meaning less staff at peak 

periods (although a welcome improvement). 

A key issue is that the formal consultation materials only cover half the story (perhaps 

even just one third), as they do not cover the associated changes / improvements to be 

made to allow more tickets to be self-served, nor do they contain much detail on how the 

new ‘host’ role will operate as regards ticket issuing facilities. 

Because of this we have written to both GTR and London TravelWatch / Transport Focus 

to ask them to consider a pause to the consultation whilst the material is enriched to 

cover the alternatives to ticket offices (and ticket machines). 

For now, our working assumption is that this request will be not be met and therefore a 

response will be made for the 14 March deadline.  This response will be based on the 

official materials, with supplementary observations based on the updates made at the 

Stakeholder Forum. 

Additional material 

During the Stakeholder Forum, GTR Management made a number of key points: 

1. They do recognise the need to make improvements to the website, to smartcard 

ticketing and to Ticket Machines to allow the self-serve ratio to increase 

2. There will be a Pay as You Go like option for Smartcard issued tickets to extend 

from the current season ticket only availability from Thameslink.  They also noted 

that there has to be some significant change made to back office systems and the 

approach to the content stored on the card as there are unacceptable limitations 

in the current approach 

3. The programme will clearly distinguish between stations inside the London 

Travelcard zone and out – in the former, there is already high usage of contactless 

cards / Oyster. 

4. There will be an initial pilot of the concept, at a London Travelcard station. 

5. There is full recognition of the need to continue to allow those who cannot use 

Ticket Machines / the Internet to buy tickets.  As regards those who ‘choose’ to 

use staff to buy tickets – but could use machines / the Internet, part of the hosts 

role will be to encourage them to make the shift by support, demonstrations etc. 

APTU’s view 

Our response is likely to focus on the following: 
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1. Recognition that change is appropriate, but concern that the alternatives – and 

improvements thereto have not been explained – and therefore only conclusion is 

‘this proposal is not sensible’.   

a. However an integrated programme that delivered improvements to 

alternatives in a mix of ‘carrot’ and, to a degree, ‘stick’ could well be 

sensible.  This has been outlined to a degree in the Stakeholder Forum, but 

further detail is needed. 

2. A commitment to deliver these changes before commencing deployment is 

essential – roll out should be delayed if needed to allow this to happen  

3. Lack of visibility of what improvements will be made (and when they will be 

available).  The programme will deliver worthwhile improvements (including hours 

of service etc), but they will reduce human ticket issuing capacity.  The 

improvements need to happen in advance. 

4. Concerns about specific stations – eg at Harpenden, where it is not clear where the 

Host will operate from (they will have gateline duties at times). 

5. Concerns that low average sales numbers away from the morning peak hide 

important micro peaks in demand. 

As regards, the improvements we would believe are needed to allow a reduction in ticket 

office issued tickets, an initial list we assembled included: 
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To help us complete our response, please can you let us know of: 

One change / improvement that would allow you to self-serve an increasing 
portion of your ticketing needs 

Your issue might be more mechanistic – eg a type of ticket you can only buy from a 
ticket office at present (or is very difficult to buy by other means), or it might be more 
of an opinion – eg more likely to be able to get the lowest fare. 

Either way, please can you let us know what the issue is and why it is important to you.  
Ideally a reply for late evening Wednesday 9th March, but definitely no later than early 
evening Sunday 12th March. 

The proposal from GTR can be read at http://www.thameslinkrailway.com/your-

journey/station-information/changes-to-the-opening-hours-of-ticket-offices/.  In addition 

to commenting to us (as per the above), do reply directly as well (please do copy us). 

I’ve extracted a few key phrases from their briefing to us:   

Where sales from ticket offices are low, we want to bring staff out from behind the windows and 
on to the concourse to work … At some of our busier stations, we want to relocate the ticket 
selling equipment to a station hosting point so the staff are available on the concourse, able to sell 
the full range of tickets but for longer times than today. ….  the ticket office will need to remain 
operational in the morning peak at some stations to keep up with current customer demand. At 
these stations we propose to also have Station Hosts available in peak and off peak times to better 
assist our customers. 

We believe that this will provide an improved customer experience, with all the affected stations 
being staffed from the very first to last train, 7 days a week.  Facilities such as waiting rooms will 
be open for longer and Station Hosts will be available answering customer queries, providing 
advice and assisting with ticket purchases. 

Transport Focus recently issued a report on Passenger Attitudes to Rail Staff, which 

provides some background thoughts.  I would say that the GTR proposals are consistent 

with this, provided the new Host role does not get overwhelmed with routine ticket sales.  

The report can be read at 

http://www.transportfocus.org.uk/research/publications/passenger-attitudes-towards-

rail-staff.   One interesting table in the report shows ticket sales by source:  It can be 

seen that the 

proportions have 

rather flat-lined in 

recent years, which 

emphasises the 

importance of 

making the changes 

described earlier to 

encourage a switch 

to Smartcards, 

Ticket Machines etc.  

I will probably refer 

to this table in our 

http://www.thameslinkrailway.com/your-journey/station-information/changes-to-the-opening-hours-of-ticket-offices/
http://www.thameslinkrailway.com/your-journey/station-information/changes-to-the-opening-hours-of-ticket-offices/
http://www.transportfocus.org.uk/research/publications/passenger-attitudes-towards-rail-staff
http://www.transportfocus.org.uk/research/publications/passenger-attitudes-towards-rail-staff
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response as evidence that the improvements to non-ticket office options are important if 

this is to be a success. 

Recent performance 

The recent stakeholder forum covered performance in some depth.  A key education 

point was on the impact of the changes at London Bridge on performance. 

Statistics were quoted 

regarding suicides – 

before the London 

Bridge capacity 

reductions, a typical 

delay impact was 

around 1,000 – 1,500 

minutes.  Now it is 

around 5,000 minutes 

– ie around 4 times 

worse.  This is a 

reflection of the 

reduction in capacity, 

now it takes a lot 

longer to get the train 

service back in order. 

The situation will remain as now until January 2018, when the Bermondsey Dive Under is 

opened and Thameslink trains to/from Bedford again serve London Bridge – this time 

without the conflicts with Southeastern services and, to a lesser degree Southern 

services. 

In the interim, we will continue to press Thameslink for improvements – our focus will 

have to be on prevention in the first place, rather than improved recovery. 

We have recently received an 

updated performance graph 

from GTR: 

This performance is not 

particularly consistent with my 

personal experience, which was 

that performance was awful 

during most of period 11 (which 

ended on 6 February).  To be 

fair, performance in the 

morning peak was OK (for me, 

at least – I travelled early 

enough to avoid a couple of 

significant incidents [my 
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personal Public Performance Measure was 

95%].  However, the evening peak was a 

different matter – I don’t think I caught a 

single train that ran on time in January. 

GTR did comment  

“Period 11 was better than the previous period, 
with all routes but Thameslink improving on 
period 10 PPM figures. Services were impacted by 
multiple Network Rail infrastructure failings, including with track circuit failures and signalling 
problems impacting all routes. Overhead line 
problems also caused some delays on the 
network due to the stormy weather we have 
recently experienced. 

Thameslink services were impacted due to 
several train faults in January. Our engineering 
team has identified the faults on the units 
involved and are working through an intensive 
maintenance regime to resolve these issues as 
quickly as possible to prevent further delays. 

Looking at performance across the 4 brands 

within GTR, there is a noticeably degree of 

consistency – eg all 3 brands operating south 

of the river report 39% of delays are caused 

by GTR – the biggest variation in mix being 

due to the presence (or not) of other TOCs 

on the line. 

We have continued to complain and 

comment on the continuing poor 

performance on the Brighton Mainline.  The 

current briefing on this reads as follows: 

At the end of 2015 a detailed study was undertaken by an independent industry expert to 
understand the true impact of London Bridge development on services on the Brighton Mainline. 
The study has revealed that since the redevelopment work began at the end of 2014 the 
characteristics of the network have fundamentally changed as there is less infrastructure 
available and greater complexity of how services interact. When we do suffer delays we are no 
longer able to recover the service as we once did. This has resulted in the impact of infrastructure 
failings or delays being felt for longer and wider than before. The information has provided the 
GTR – Network Rail Alliance team with a fresh perspective on how to address some of the issues 
affecting performance  

The Alliance between Network Rail and GTR has identified specific areas of focus that they believe 
will improve performance and increase reliability of infrastructure. Several work streams have 
been prioritised, with the additional being introduced over the coming months. 

1. ‘Determining the right specification between now and December 2018’ is about 
challenging ourselves to optimise the capability and availability of the infrastructure; developing 
the best timetable based on this information and having robust train crew and fleet diagrams. The 
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main focus is on infrastructure capability, optimising asset availability and improving the 
management of Temporary Speed Restrictions put in place on the network.  

2. ‘Getting the basics right’ will eliminate recurring problems and addressing areas that make a 
difference quickly. Some of the reviews planned are train crew management, possession planning 
management and how we get to the am peak at 100% every day. 

3. ‘Service recovery’ & ‘Command & Control’. Reactionary delays are up to four times worse at 
the moment than before improvement work began at London Bridge. The aim to agree the aims of 
service recovery, put in place an updated policy, and provide Control with decision support tools 
ensuring improved customer information. 

More performance II: Skip stopping 

You may have seen the stories in the media recently (eg this one in the Evening 

Standard).  This has been a topic that has concerned us considerably in recent months.  

Following lobbying by ourselves and the BCA, Thameslink recognised that: 

1. Going northbound, all changes to stopping patterns should be decided upon, and 

announced before the train arrives at Blackfriars 

2. It was typically not useful to make last minutes changes during the run north – eg 

at St Albans deciding a train should run fast to Bedford – the time saved by missing 

out stations being offset by the time taken for everyone to get off at St Albans. 

If you suffer from either of these problems – or a pre-announced skip stopping decision 

that resulted in a long wait for you, please do let us know.  Although they should be 

implemented in accordance with the above, one issue that can cause last minute changes 

is the on-board door cameras on Class 387s.  If these fail, the train can only call at 

stations with dispatch staff. 

More performance III: National Rail Passenger Survey (NRPS) 

Thameslink’s position at the bottom of the most recent Transport Focus NRPS survey has 

been widely reported – they scored 73%; second and third from the bottom were 

Southeastern (75%) and Southern (78%).  Top rated Train Operating Companies (TOCs) 

with notable London & South Eastern options were Chiltern (91%) and c2c (89%) [however, 

there has been a lot of passenger dissatisfaction with their timetable changes in 

December 2015…].  It is noticeable that the other main South East operators range from 

81 – 85% - reflective of the general dissatisfaction with commuter services in the South 

East. 

More at http://www.transportfocus.org.uk/news/articles/watchdog-warns-rail-

passenger-satisfaction-still-patchy. 

The Transport Focus conclusion 

Transport Focus commented: 

Passengers must be involved much more closely in the planning of future big investment 
programmes, such as at Waterloo and Euston. In addition, these schemes should have realistic 
expectations about performance and price freezes built in from the start. The deserved credit for 
the investment will be much harder to claim otherwise.” 

http://www.standard.co.uk/news/uk/commuter-fury-over-trains-ordered-to-skip-stations-to-avoid-being-late-a3193596.html
http://www.standard.co.uk/news/uk/commuter-fury-over-trains-ordered-to-skip-stations-to-avoid-being-late-a3193596.html
http://www.transportfocus.org.uk/news/articles/watchdog-warns-rail-passenger-satisfaction-still-patchy
http://www.transportfocus.org.uk/news/articles/watchdog-warns-rail-passenger-satisfaction-still-patchy
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Disruption to commuters in the South East caused by a variety of factors, including the London 
Bridge rebuild, has caused real difficulties. The watchdog is calling for Government, Network Rail 
and the train companies to start to restore trust here with credible promises, backed by the 
delivery of sustained, improved performance. 

This should be backed by quick implementation of the Government’s welcome promise to cut the 
threshold for Delay Repay to 15 minutes from the current 30 – this misses shorter, but more 
regular delays. A fares reduction for badly affected passengers would also help.  

APTU fully endorses this view! 

Consumers Association / Which “Super Complaint” – Compensation 

Which have exercised their right to make a “Super Complaint” as regards payment (or to 

more precise, failure to pay) compensation.  The regulator (The Office of Rail and Road) 

now has in the order of a couple of weeks to respond.   

More details at http://www.which.co.uk/campaigns/train-rail-delays-refunds/.  In 

particular, they benefit from evidence of support from the public, so if you have not 

already done so, please consider signing their petition.  You can read the ORR’s initial 

response here: http://orr.gov.uk/news-and-media/news-and-announcements/2015/orr-

statement-in-response-to-which-passenger-compensation-super-complaint. 

The APTU view 

APTU has not been terribly active on the topic of the Compensation payment process – 

instead, the focus has been on lobbying for a change in the circumstances when 

compensation is payable – with a focus on a reduction of the eligible delay time from 30 

minutes to 15 minutes. We do, of course, support the aims of the Which campaign – it is 

simply that we thought we could add more value elsewhere.  Now that we (together with 

many others) have been successful, we will turn our attention to other matters. 

Update on Compensation after 15 minutes delay 

The Government remains committed to changing the compensation regime to start from 

15 minutes delay.  They commented on this in Parliament on 1 March 

(http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201516/cmhansrd/cm160301/halltext/16

0301h0001.htm).  Key extracts include: 

The Chancellor has since confirmed that commitment—to reduce the threshold for compensation 
from 30 minutes to 15 minutes. I intend to announce the details of the change in the next few 
months. It is always a commercial negotiation when we deal with the rail industry, and we want 
to ensure that we secure the right deal for taxpayers. (see note) 

Working with Transport Focus to ensure that operators publicise the compensation that they 
offer, because the data suggest that only 12% of passengers who are entitled to compensation 
bother to claim it. That is unacceptable. We want to ensure that the offer is widely publicised and 
available.  

Last week c2c, which runs the franchises into London from the east, introduced a pence per 
minute automatic delay scheme. If a train is delayed for more than two minutes, passengers will 
start to receive compensation automatically if they are registered for a c2c smartcard ticket. 

http://www.which.co.uk/campaigns/train-rail-delays-refunds/
http://orr.gov.uk/news-and-media/news-and-announcements/2015/orr-statement-in-response-to-which-passenger-compensation-super-complaint
http://orr.gov.uk/news-and-media/news-and-announcements/2015/orr-statement-in-response-to-which-passenger-compensation-super-complaint
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201516/cmhansrd/cm160301/halltext/160301h0001.htm
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201516/cmhansrd/cm160301/halltext/160301h0001.htm
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The proposal is to introduce it across all UK franchises at the same time. We will not wait for 
franchise renewal to come up; it will be introduced. 

Note: On Thameslink, it will be 100% government funded, as they receive all ticket revenue. 

The Class 700 – near you soon 

APTU attends the Thameslink Stakeholder 

Reference Group, which provides input in to 

Thameslink Programme related matters.  At the 

last meeting, we again raised the subject of the 

omissions of Wifi, tables and power sockets, 

referring particularly to the Class 700 variations 

ordered by Southwest Trains and Great Northern, both of which will have power sockets 

and Wifi. 

There was good news on this, as we were told proposals to implement these were well 

underway on both Wifi and tables.  One for Power sockets is also underway, but this is 

less certain as retro-fit is very expensive.   Assuming approval is given, they will be added 

to units leaving the factory from around June and there will be a retro-fit exercise for 

those already released. 

The Class 700s are still on course for passenger service this Spring.  There is no exact date 

as yet.  We have been told that their initial use will be on current 8 carriage services and 

that the released units will be used to increase other existing services to 12 carriages as 

well. 

The Class 700s are now making regular day time appearances – see, for instance: 

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=class+700+thameslink. 

£40m per annum 

Fortunately not our new membership fee, but the saving 

per annum (rumoured) that Govia offered to secure the 

franchise over First Group.  The text to the right is from 

‘Industry Insider’ in Rail Magazine’s edition 793.  

We cannot be certain it is correct, and it doesn’t totally 

make sense – as Govia were already more than half of the 

incumbent, but it does have a depressing feeling of truth 

in it, at least as far as the consequences are concened. 

Stakeholder Forum 3 March 2016 

APTU attended the Stakeholder Forum, and have used much of the material in this 

update.  The Thameslink and common portions of the slide deck are here: 

aptu.org.uk/pdfs/gtr_stakeholder_forum20160303.pdf 

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=class+700+thameslink
http://www.aptu.org.uk/pdfs/gtr_stakeholder_forum20160303.pdf
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Station improvements: “Station Commercial Project Facility” 

The Station Commercial Project Facility (SCPF) is £60m of funds made available 

nationally to improve stations and, at the same time generate sufficient revenue.  I 

understand that applications have been made to SCPF for: 

1. St Albans Station improvements, including the replacement / expansion of the 

gateline at Platform 4. See 

aptu.org.uk/pdfs/stalbansstationimprovementsearly2016.pdf for more information, 

but see below on decision dates. 

2. Improvements at Luton Town. 

3. Car Park expansions at Bedford, Harpenden, Elstree and Mill Hill Broadway 

A decision on all of these was due before Christmas, but has been deferred until after the 

Budget.  I cannot see all the schemes being successful – these bids alone would account 

for a significant portion of the £60m – and there will be many competing bids from other 

parts of GTR and from other Operators 

Hendy Report 

The Hendy Report is a reassessment by the new Chairman of Network Rail of the timing of 

Network Rail project deliveries.  In practice this means much work has been deferred.  As 

this impacts us: 

1. No changes to the core Thameslink Programme; ie 

a. London Bridge re-open for Thameslink services and 20 trains per hour 

Blackfriars / St Pancras on 2 January 2018 

b. Extension to 24 trains per hour, including Automated signalling on 9 

December 2018 

2. Deferrals on the Midland Mainline, there being very limited direct impact on us 

from this. 

3. Resilience improvements in Kent will not complete until March 2019.  This is not 

supposed to impact the December 2018 timetable introduction, however any lack 

of resilience will be an issue with an intensive timetable. 

4. Sussex Power Improvements not until December 2018.  This is disappointing, 

mainly as it will also reduce resilience 

5. Great Western – Now Dec 2017 Maidenhead to Didcot (with limited Sept 2016 

availability) [Heathrow Junction to Maidenhead is a Crossrail deliverable].  

Although bad news for Greater Western travellers, it is good news for us, as it 

decreases the risk that the departure of class 387s from the route will be rushed. 

The full report can be read at https://www.networkrail.co.uk/Hendy-review/ and the 

Government response at https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/sir-peter-

hendy-report-re-planning-of-network-rails-investment-programme.  

Oyster to Luton Airport Parkway + Oyster fares 

As you may have heard in the media, TfL’s Oyster was extended to Gatwick Airport from 

11 January 2016.  In response to our query, we have received this reply: 

http://www.aptu.org.uk/pdfs/stalbansstationimprovementsearly2016.pdf
https://www.networkrail.co.uk/Hendy-review/
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/sir-peter-hendy-report-re-planning-of-network-rails-investment-programme
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/sir-peter-hendy-report-re-planning-of-network-rails-investment-programme
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…We are working hard with Transport for London to deliver the obligation as soon as is practical. 
The introduction of the new stations and other lines of route into the Oyster Pay As You Go 
network has flagged a number of challenges including issues between National Rail Fares and 
Oyster Fares. In some cases this also means agreeing the approach with other operators. We will 
share more information as soon as we have an update on the situation. 

In this case ‘Other Operators’ presumably refers to East Midlands Trains.  It is of note 

that ‘The key’ is valid on East Midlands trains (unlike on Virgin East Coast to Stevenage), 

so they must have accepted the principle and presumably have the technology to read 

them. 

It is important to note that the Oyster fares to Gatwick are not always the cheapest and 

the situation changes dependent on the time of the day – for instance it is £10.20 on a 

Thameslink train at any time, £14.00 with Oyster at the peak and £8.00 off peak (all costs 

are for a London Blackfriars to Gatwick single).  Therefore, do not assume that Oyster 

will be cheapest when it becomes available.   Thameslink have commented “Tip: if you are 

making a return journey, it may be cheaper to buy a paper return ticket online” 

Other 

 If have seen a red train on the route, then you have seen (or possibly even travelled 

in) one of the new Gatwick Express trains that are temporarily being used on 

Thameslink because Thameslink drivers are already trained to drive the Class 387/2. 

 Campaign for Better Transport have produced, and London Reconnections added a 

London perspective to, a graphical look at rail usage.  It makes an interesting read – at 

http://www.londonreconnections.com/2016/a-graphical-look-at-rail-usage-in-london-

and-the-uk/. 

 

Neil 

Neil Middleton 

5 March 2016 

http://www.londonreconnections.com/2016/a-graphical-look-at-rail-usage-in-london-and-the-uk/
http://www.londonreconnections.com/2016/a-graphical-look-at-rail-usage-in-london-and-the-uk/

